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NOTE

The 1951 Census Report for Hyderabad State consists of four parts, namely Part I-A, Part I-B, Part II-A and Part II-B. Part I-A contains the Report and Part I-B the subsidiary tables prepared for the Report. Part II-A and Part II-B contain the main tables. In all the following 23 main tables have been prepared for this State in connection with the 1951 Census:

A SERIES—GENERAL POPULATION TABLES

I Area, Houses and Population
II Variation in Population during Fifty Years
III Towns and Villages Classified by Population
IV Towns Classified by Population with Variations since 1901
V Towns arranged Territorially with Population by Livelihood Classes

B SERIES—ECONOMIC TABLES

I Livelihood Classes and Sub-Classes
II Secondary Means of Livelihood
III Employers, Employees and Independent Workers in Industries and Services by Divisions and Sub-Divisions

C SERIES—HOUSEHOLD AND AGE (SAMPLE) TABLES

I Household (Size and Composition)
II Livelihood Classes by Age Groups
III Age and Civil Condition
IV Age and Literacy
V Single Year Age Returns

D SERIES—SOCIAL AND CULTURAL TABLES

I (i) Languages—Mother Tongue
I (ii) Languages—Bilingualism
II Religion
III Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
IV Migrants
V (i) Displaced Persons by Year of Arrival
V (ii) Displaced Persons by Livelihood Classes
VI Non-Indian Nationals
VII Livelihood Classes by Educational Standards

E—SUMMARY FIGURES BY DISTRICTS AND TAHSILS

This part of the Census Report contains the C and B Series of tables as well as the District Index of Non-Agricultural Occupations. The other tables are given in Part II-A.
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